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a tool for

a significant role in'the theoretical models of

Britton, Moffett, D'Angelo, and Kineavy, and yet.studies in four

English-spealcing countries effectively demonstrate that poetic
v.

writing -is assigned infrequently in the schools, and virtually

not at- all outside of English classes.
1

FroM our reading and

discussion with colleagues we came to believe the same Was true

at the college level,. Thus we became intrigued. with whai

-appeared to be a discrepancy between current theoretical

assumPtions about Writing and the aclual practkces

the

of teachers in

cl,assroom. We r,esolved to include some "creative, writing'

assignmWnts in an introductory psychol,ogy class,, and -.(oyer

course of several terms) td. develoP

the

instruments and technigPes

which mighi enable ,us to evaluate the iMportance of such

assignments.

,Poetic Ihinkinc, in-James Britton-s sense, has always been

-Part of my (Micliael Gorman's4_knimo_dm_c:tory:_4)s4:chology course-

assign Marlc, Vonnegut's The Eden ElArAsa, an autobiographical

account of a young man's.journey into and out of schizophrenia.

Vonnegut describes schizophrenia from the tnside, reprodubing his

thoudhts and feelings while he's hallucinating, 'trying to *ill

himself and struggling to figure out what'a haPpening to lim.

Once students begin reading it, they find it dilficult to put
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down As one of my,students remarked,_ "It4w4s Anteresting--I

couldn't fall asleep after reading-it
II My objective is to get

students to see schizophrenia from the inside--to underStand what

it means to be schizaphrenic, not just memorize a bunct of facts

about schizophrenia. This involves exploring'values and taking

what Brilton calls the "spectator rale."

students

For example, I -have'

\

evaluate several models of therapy ln terms of whether

they can be spplied to-schizaphrenia.

feelings

like to be

3n a more

Express,

Thorazine,

But .

That evaluation rest's ,on

4.

as much as facts--if a student can sense what it feels

a schizophrerfic, he or she will evaluate the therapies
-

Personal way. ..Mark Vannegut, the author *af the Llan.

d'oes "just that--he talks 'about how it feels 0 take

to be shut UP in a padded room, etc.

it never occurred to me to use poetic writing

accomplish these goals. I haa my students write essays in which

they discussed how various therapeutic models could be appliep to.

Mark's case. The essays were good, but I wasn't _satisfied.

Ztbdeots were mastering the facts of Mark's case and in some

csass_ seemedLo_____be_Icalin_g___s_t_their values,' But I consider

Values

warited

exploration and engaging feelings so important

activities.

make sure every studen1 was enccuraged to-

thaq I

Ihese

So when Art explained Britton's model to me and- _suggested

trying poetic writing, I Jumped at the idea. I asked students in

a previous class to."Write a poem about how 4,the humanistic-
_

stential perspecilve_cam be applied to schizophrenia, You may -

use Mark Vonnegut's case, if you like. Your poem may be seri us

or humorous,- rhymed or unrhymed--anything you like."

2
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Perspective is one of the four they had to prePare for their

final Tapers. Its major.proponent is R.D. Laing who holds that

"schizophrenia is an sane response to a i,nsane,world." He is- a

poet t, himself, so, I thought this perspective, might. be

particularilys easy-to adapt to poetry. .To see Laing's point; you'

have tip "step outside" our ordinary distinction between sane and

insane, real and unreal and see society from the standpoint of a

schizophrenic who may reject all of our normal, -everyday vaiues.

When Art and I went over the poems, we saw swab- evidence

that studentS were' teking the spectator role-. Wi also aw that

least some ol thi students found the assignment a refreshing

change.from the essays, which I still required. So we decided to
4

,conduct a more formal, fm-deTth study of the eifects of poetic

writing in my Introductory Psychology class. A Single poem isn't

'going, to have much effect in a class where exams and essays count
,

for most o: the grade. We decided to 1-esit tht effects of a

milcture of poetic. and transactional. assighintnts, looking at

different stages bf the wrjting process, as described by Britton.

We came UP with the f)llowing fist of =assignments:

1.- .-Students were first asked write poem about_

sschizoph-renia before they tad read anything about -It, to give

them S-chsncs lo sx-T1-ore-their Tee:rings and imprsssions. They

,were told it would be an ungraded draft.

--Froth (hese poems, four. Students were selected for in-depth

case-studies that Art will describe later in'this talk.

Z. Then students were assigned a draft essay, worth 4 points

(out of a'total of 100 for the course), in which they had to

3



discuss how the bio-medical arid learning models \could be ag;plied

to Mar'.k's Case.

. ,

They were told that this essay. would help th,em

with thtir final. papers emd tha( il would, not be graded

(In fact, most stuJents-got full credit).

3, Next, students had to write a.draft shorl story on roughly
-

the same topic as their draft essay. The idea here- was. to
,

compare transactional and poetic -approaches -to the same

assicinment:, The story was also worth 4 points and again, most

sZOttents received all, four.

4. Toward the end of the course,sstudents weie asked to write a.

Poem about how the-humanistic-existential perspective could be"

applied to Mark's case. I bad used thiS assignment several times

before, but never, in a'class where the sAudents had already done

sevefralpoetic asSignments. This poem was expected jo b'e closer

to a final product than the first one and was worCh two points.

Again, the shudents knew they wovldn't,be graded critically.

At theend of the Course, the students had:to hand-in a

fOrmals paper in which they compared the bio-tedioal and

humanislidegi61-4-fiila-1-tpproadhes Cd-Mark s schizophrenia. This

Paper 'was worth ten points and students knew It would be graded

mori criticallyt than their first draft.

6. Studentslvere also asked to -keep iournali thronghout the

quarter, making two entries a week.

In summary, then, students had one major expressive

assinment (the journals), two drafts (the first poem and the

,

story): and-one-Tin-at poettc ass-tgnmenl`-t-the-secomd poemJ-.

They, also had one draf-t and one fina) transactional assignment..

,we expected to see a cumulative effect from these



asS gnments.. students becoming more daring in their exploration .

feelings/values &bout Mark's case in the i'loetic6f thejr,
41.

assignments and students gaining better mastery of factual

material on t.he transactional. We also hoped.etudent attitudes

toward writing would improve, pa-rticulahrily with respect to how

poetic writing can be used to exPlore values. We developed' a

number, of qualitative ,.and quantitative., instruments to assess

students' reactions jo these assignments and get a sense of what

thestudents were learning from them. Students sioned -voluntary

consent forms to allow us to use their papers and 'questionnaire

responses in our research. We explained the study to them at the

end of the quarler, and invited their comments.

We will report results from two instruments today:

checklist and & questionnaire.

comments

The, checkrist items are based on

Cron students in previous introductory Psychology -
..

'classes. Students.in my current psychology crass were'asked to

check items they thought pertained to a 'specific assignMent,

"It helped me explore MY own'feelings about sanity end

insanity." Students were, also given open-ended questionnaires-

a:fiteJr-L-e4-c-11---.as-e-kgrime-n-t.Fh-a-Tasitedth-em-7--h-oW'J'he-Vfe-1-tvzca-bou-t--
the,

assignment:- and whether it affected their fh-inking about

schizophrenia.

GuestionnAire Results

Michael described the design and initriuments we used in this

study. I (Margaret Gorman) will say a few words now about what

we found from all this.



As we expected, students 'foiind the various assignments

,

uselul or interesting for different reasons. This yarietY is
.

reflected in how students respended after each as,signme,nt to. the

items. ,on our checklis.-, Since our checklisj items -reflected

NW' positive and negative react1,s6ns as well as objective goal-
.,

oriented.purposes and more playful exploration purposes, we feel

students had oPportunity to let us know wha.t they'felt about each

.kind .of. assignment. I will show you here resPonSes to three-of.

the checkllst- statements:

RESPONSES.TO CHECKLIST ITEMS

The wrkting enabled me to sorganize what I, knew -into

words thal wilh be useful wheneyer the .topic comes .up

again--on a paper or an exam,, or'even in convertation

,vith friends.
441/s checked thit for draft essay
36% checked this for short atory-
27% checked this.for second poem
74% checked this tor final essay

It gave me a chance to think and be semi-creaive at the
same time

52% checked this foro.draft essay
76% checked this for short stor'y-
71% checked this for secend goem
40% cheOted thisfor

I ,wrote this assignment' from Mark's point of -view (or

the ;pi-Tv-few- of sohi-z-ophrenic): ,it gave me the
opportunily to gef inside a schizophrenic's head.

24% checked this for draft essay
23% checked- thi-s for'short'slorit
57% checked this for second poem
4%)Checked this foy final essay

-;"

You can-see in the first statement that mbre of the fifty-

five students in the Crass tb-undthe-Thral----ess-i,y

es5ay usiuJ Lar.orgamiz_i_rig thelr thoughts foz futqre referonce__

than he short story or the poem. (We refer to the potra

"Second poem", to distinguish i4 from the pOem we assigned early



in the course )

Students believed the shorA story and the poem allowed them

to . think and be creative whereas they indicated this less often

for the firial essay or the graft essay. it,is interesting 'to

note, however, that half the students did'feel that they could be

thoughtful And creative while writing an eSsay draft., and thAt

this percentage drops to a little over a third of the students

for the final essay.

tWe poem assignment was most effective at getting 4tudents

to'write from a schizophrenic's poInt-of view and to move inside

a schizophrenic's head.Ove:r half the students Checked Ahis iteni

after writimg thelr poems, whereas less than a quarter checked it

, after completing the other assignments.

So in summary., it is our feeling that .the if transactional

assignments heiped students organize their thoughts and prepare,
A 411

to communicate them to another audience.. .SuppbrtinT 'this idea,

62% of the students indicateg that their dralt essay helped them,

prepare for their fjnal assignment whereas ,only 29% of .the
-

students felt their poem helped them prepareeven though the

poem, like the draft essay, was on a tapic they had to cotier in

their final essays On the other hand, the poem encouraged

creativity and helped stugentS undeiStand Schizoghrenia from the

inside. If, as scholars tell us, empathy is an important'aspect
.4w

0

of moral sensibility; and if de_csntering is an importanA p_art ol

writing development, ,such assignments-might assisf teachers in

bo-th. Results from the seory are more ambl_guous be-cause

the stOry was written 'after an essay on the_ same topic; thi

students' stories mere very essay-like in their

7
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However, we have learned, that ambiguity is integral to research\ °

and writing, and we -are committed to further exploring the

ambiguity whether or not we can.exklain it.

To :help us evaluate the impact of the i)bem, -wwe wanted ..to

know more aboust the kinds of experiences these stUgents have had

wifh writing poetry. 'Xftfer they wrote the'first poem, we asked

them two gu&stions about their &xperiences writing poetrY.

WRITING POETRY

When were yOu Jastlasked by a teacher -to write a poem?

percent response
'never 0

,grammar school
junior high 10

high school 57,

earIY in college- 31

.recently

When did 'you last writ& a poem on your own?

never, 37'

grammar school 4

junior high 6

high schol 20

ear y 1.* college 0,

re nth?, 33

You can see that,most of these students last wrote a poem for
4

a Class in high school. A third of them did write a poem early

in college, usuall/ in freshman composition couries.' Contraet-f

this to when students last wrote a poem on their Own._ 00er_ a

thirg- of, them never *write poemS at all, but- another thir'd

reported that they had written a poem 'recently. -They wrtte,

although no teacher has asked Chem lo do so recentlY. It appears

that we see a class with many dloSej poe-1-5 in ttli-

-
.We also loOked at the comments sludents wrote on the open-

ended qbestionnaire we gave them.after completing the second poem'

8



assignment.

COMMITS ABOUT-VRITING THE POEM

PersPextjves and Understanding

It gave me a new perspective on schIzOphrenfa
add to the bio-medical case).

a

I didn't realize until this
really believed.

assignment what Laing

I feel.as though. I explored schizophrenia from a

hew angle, from inside the schizophrenic's head-
,

fipally grasptng-what schirophrenia might be.

Feelingswand Attitudes

By wrkting a poem,. I 'could eipress my thoughts
very differently than in.a paper.

I.,liked 'ems, poem) enough toi feel comfortable
reading it to some Iriends of mine :rho. wanted, to know.

What I wrote. .

I enjoy writing the poems best. Not so much
Pressure and more opportunity to be creative. It seems

I can oxpreSs my- true'thoughts better in a poem form
than in an informative essay.

Their comments, as represented by these examples, tend

support what they: indicated on Ape check-list. Mariy_stuAenli

enjoyed the .
assignment because it _a_1-1-bwe-d -them to explore and

.s:clivi=voptire-nta- The poem also

increase& s-t-uden-ts' uriderstantang crf the &is-order ah-d---The

psychological perspectivestoward it. It helpeu them .explort

schizophrenia from the in-side. Part of tWe students' increased

understanding stems from the fact that this is the first tima

they wrOte about the humanisCic-existential Perspective, but-

part, we feel, clames from the fact Cii-a-t wel,, asked theM fo-Wrile a

poem about it. They also wrote about the humanistiC-existential

9
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perspective in 'th,e f final essays' and this did not tmlp- them

under5tand schizOPhrenia '!fromthe inside" at all.
)

I .would like to emOhasize tkat we were not working-,
,

humanities students', and that these positive comments about heing

creative cothe from science students. Tipestuden1 who liked his

Poem and read ilt.to friends is pajoying in bi.ology; thp itudent

who believes she expresses her thougWts be-Cter in a poem _Is-
).

.st-udying chemftal engineering.. I zhould.mentiOn that.this, last
,

student does not write proSe well, and produced a fairly poor

final essay despite her effort jOn it. However, sht --wTote am

exciting poem. And,we are glad she. co'dld have an oppAtuiiity . to

express 'herself in another _way, Line that she cannot use often at

Ihe university. Here is her poem:

0-

She came in ny office
.In yellow Irom top lo bottom

"I dream of macarorij & cheese"
she said

This-was heT famOr,ite food
But'later
I concluded that .

What.she was really doing
was being that food,

Realgty
was school

Bio tests and lab
Steve the TA

'glves'anothenci-uiz.
"Take me"home, Kraft"

What ,an escape!
Thin, white 4nd hollow

She puts on'her yellow
sweatshirt

-Then on aoes the cheese
And alf is well

10
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ta-5.&-Studies, ('presented by P:rt YoUng)

'
From the-more than seventy4st dents enrolled in the class we.

1c

se4ecttd four students to work with us in tlim capacitiei: firSt
. .

as fellow researcheris examining the writing of fellow ,students,

recording observations and descriptions, meeting bi-weekly to

discuss.impressions, and brainstorming at poidts of departure.or
1.

points

subjects

With a couple of tapid interviews abbut tlreir writing and

of agreement, and secored, we.askelithem serve'. 5

for the purposes of-case study research; to humor us
(.

classroom eXpe1'iences in Introductory isychologY, to' do

additiohal journal.entries on topics related to their. writing an& .

-thelr participation in the research project, to'save for us

wriIing (includilig rough drafts, outlines, notes) done in

.v connectiom

.9
- ".

discussions

with this class, and to join us in, frequelefit

about the role of 'writinsg ,ino learning. Ou; Object

: w.ae tand stiJ1 :is) to build a -profire of thesk four sitidents.'as

writers in a psychology class, albeitL-unusual writer's, ones who

0
were.doing the aSsiOments 4nd then collaboratively ref.leoting on

their-possible We wanted the case study dimension,

to
,

our research to reveal Andividual instances of student

experience under this.wtiting across the curriculum model,

. .

model which utilizes ell three .somponents f James Britton',s
4 '

., '

theory-- expeesdive, AransactiOnal, and poetic writing--.In the
----'. 5

5

42

teaching of a social.*ienct class. We also, wanted whttevtr
. -. .

.
_ .. .

, .

studentd we seiec. ted for study to work'with us as collaborators

, t , *
,4

on the research-- thus
.

Creating d framework isr students .an'cl

teechers alike to' be-learners in the research proCe55.

The four students were' &elected-with muCh bias. -'turing the

ii
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first week of class each of the students were asked to write a

Poem about schizophrenia andjil] out two aoditional survey

instruments, the W**riting Apprehension l'est de.veIoped by_ John

Daily and Michael -Miller at the University of Texas and the

Writing" Attitude Survey deveibped by the HUmanities sTepartMent

__'Research, and- EvaTuattom GOmmit-tee- of- Miohlgah Te-th.

Mike, 'and I met and in one sitting. read these' materials and

identified thos,e *students whose'poems we liked, and who Saw

themselves as people who wene fairly good at writing and who'

.enjoyed doing it. From this group we selected four studerit's

),ased on their year in school, major, Sex and-altitudes toward

writing.' For example, while each of ttie four said that they

-s-ome th-o-ug-h-t--j-d-urn-a-lwrTtirTg was va 1 ua b e and

others that it was a waste of time. I would now like.to give YOU,
4

a thumbnail sketch of one of ihe'student writers.

John is- twenty-one years old, an electrAcal -engineering

major, mpstached, reserved in conversation. He enters the class

believing. that journals are useful toals and°that writing should

be done in all 'classes. He believes in oul1lheS', thesis

statetents, fixed itikeS Iter writing, and knowihg prtcisely what

. is to be said before touching pen to papers. John likes

wn.ite, but feels some nervouSne,Ss about wri,ting and is a little

uncertain about his skIII: Ajthough he copies his writing over

.heatly. before turning it in, he is essentiallY a one draft

.

,writer.

-Min wrote his finll essay of more than 750 wo0s in three

hours,

4

his assigned "draft essay" of.600 words 1n one and a half

12

4
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to Aw6 hours, and his short storir of'700 words in one and a half

to two hours. The only excepAion to this pattern was the writing

of the pOem, Here John took several drafts and two hours to

write about 100 words in twelve lines. He did at least Ahree

major rewrites, each with z separate. title: "Voices," "Demons,"

"Daemons." He discovered 'both the .final title and new
T-

itplications for his poem by looking up the'word "Demon" in the

dictionary, a strategy he did not use for any of the other

assignments. Thus, when writing in poetic form, he exhibited the

behavior .Brittob terms lmoelied and Linda Waitkus efers to as

2

enticing an intense enjoyment wiAh la,ngdage and form.

John's Writing Apprehension Test and Student Attitude Survey.

showed little_ pre to post change except for two itets, On

December 1, John "strongly agreed"' that "There zre fixed rules

that govern all good writing" and "Before beginning to write, I

should know preOsely whzt. I want to Say." On-February 17, he

"dtsagreed with qua-lification" to both statements. In an
.0

interitiew John_ was zsked about this 5-hi-UV-and te-repTied that
,

shift had occurred beczuse of the creative writing assignment's.

In both the short story and the poem he had begun to write

without a clear sense of direct-ion, plot or substance. John was

quick to point out, however, that the shift on the scale occurred

<
only because of creative writing, that in formal,essays ha still

believed in knowing precisely beforehand what needed to be said,

saying it accordingto fixed rules, and saying it in one draft.

This is why he checked "disagree with aitAlification" 'on the form;

it was a cOnSidered decesion. ,John felt that both methods of'

composing produced good writing for him--using precise plannl..pg

13
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and an outline for formal essaysusing speculative, discovery _

4

writing for creative assignments. John's interpretation of his

Own experience had delineated tWo separate but equally valuable

writing Processes that worked for-him. John had never been asked

to write a poem in his college career, and only once or twice in
,

high schoOl, maybe. He did not write po&try on his own, but he

did occasionally..write science fiction '.storieS. HOwever, 'the

journal that he kept for the class contained several entries in

poetic and story form; entrites 'of his own devising since the

teacher expected prose entries, and indeed- the great' majority o4

students did eApressive prose entries. His two papers were

traditional, in form and substance;

necessary in coherent beginningmiddle----end form.

they covered what was

It is'clear

John is comfortable with this form and that,it works Well for hid --

in fulfilling most of the writing_tasks he is asked to do in,

qollege. Both Of. Jojin's Poems are -viritten from the

sc-hizophreTitc's point-- view.; the first full of nervous energy,

confusion, alienatiOn, grotesqueness. The second, written ten
'

weeks )ater, is calmer, intellectualized, sympathetic. 'Perhaps

John's comment in his,journal on reading as a researcher the

writing of his fellow students may-be illuminating here.

In the first 'writing assignments- aome writers were,

somewhat .
linsympathetic with the, disease schizophrenia.

These s,ame writers became tone sympathetic in the second

writing assignments, presumably'after they learned more

about the disease. If seems*Aasallat that by pu,t,tiAg

themeelves tn,the position of being a Schizophrenic in

the ,poems and story they shed prajudices canCerning,the

disease... It is my opinion that the poems were

valuable in the -study.of schizophrenia. I do not

believe hat they were extremely valtiable in that they

did not require much' research into the specific facis of

the-subject. However, they were, valuable in that they

14



gat me mare, interested in the subject, th'ey pravidel me .

with introductory facts, and most importantly, they

allowed me to_get into a schizaphrenic's head.. It is imy

vpinion that you learn mo're about- schizophrenia by

imagining yourself-schizophrenic than by juet studying

facts... The on.ly analogy I can think of is,that'of an
actor who plays the part of say, General MacArthur. "The

actor may be so involved in his role thet he actually-

thinks hs knows MacArthbr. personally even though be's

never met This is a definite increase in the

understanding of the subyect.

John is' one 'instance of the kind of reflection that can

ouur when students ate aske'd to write in conCent Classes like

psychology in a, variety of waysexpressively, transactionally,

,John 'feels' he learned more about psy,chology and dore

abaut writing by experienaing this approach. However, as we have

heard in John's own words, the learning in creative wrtting is

different _ from_ the "Iearnrng the facts" writing he usually does.,

We need to consider the value of this.different kind of learning

and writing. Our ongoing project is designed ta examine our

, teaCher's intuitions that such writing tasks .are worthWhile

worthwhile because as teachers we want to teach persons as well

as "the facts."
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Notes

1. For a discussion of eadh scholar's theoretical _Model, see

,James Britton,/ et al., Ihd_ pezetopment AL Writing Abilities

(11-18): (Uondon. Macmillan, 1975), James Moffet, TeaChing

Universe AL Discourse (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968)-, Frank

D'Angelo, A Conceptual Theory AL 8.10.-tnxic. (Cambridge, Mass.':

Winthrop, 1975); James Kinneavv, A TheorY nj-,Dissolirse

(Englewood CliffS, N.J.; -Prentdce Hall, 1971). For poet.tc

writing in, the schools in England see Britton above; in

American schools see Arthur M. Applebee, Wriling in 'IL ,t

Begondarv tchool (Urbana, III.: NCTE, 19-81-); Australtan

schools see Chris-topher Jeffrey, "Teachers And Students'
,*

Perceptions of the Writi.ng Process,:" 'Research in-the Teaching

nj English 15, (October, 1981): 213-28; in Canadian schools

see Merron Chorny, "A Context for Writing," in Freedman and

pringle, eda., Reinventing the Rhetorical Tradition (ConaV,

Ark.: L & S'..Bcoks. 1980).

2. See her unpubli-shed dissertation, Tho. Effect AL -Poetic

Writing an Transaqional Writing: A Case-Study Investigation

2.1.,.the Writing AL Three Ugh 5cho(11 5eniors (Rutge;s, 1982).
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